All That Glitters …………

….…..is not gold. It could be brass, hand-applied gold leaf on wrought iron or silver
with a warm, washed patina. Gold is back in vogue! It was everywhere on the fashion
runways for the recent Spring 2014 shows. Gleaming and glamorous, gold adds warmth
and light to any interior.
This October, Currey & Company introduces a glittering array of gold and brass
lighting. Often thought to be very traditional, gold accents are the perfect fit to any
eclectic home. A metallic finish is a simple and marvelous way to add a luxurious sheen
to furniture and lighting.

Izzy Wall Sconce

Carnival Table Lamp

An Antique Gold Leaf finish is painstakingly applied to the spiral metal cone base of the
Izzy Wall Sconce giving this whimsical design a classic brilliance. The Carnival Table
Lamp with a Dutch Gold finish and a weighty black stone base radiates warmth and an
understated simplicity.

Ringmaster Chandelier

Rollick Table Lamp

The Ringmaster Chandelier is cold-forged and requires a team of strong men to achieve
this stellar design. Contemporary Gold Leaf is applied to the graceful wrought iron
curves to resemble a very regal slinky. Ten lights provide the ultimate illumination.
The Rollick Table Lamp is perfectly topped with an off-white linen shade and finished
with muted Dutch Gold.
With our 27 new gold lamps, wall sconces, chandeliers and mirrors, you are sure to find
a gold treasure that will add luster to the decor of any interior. Selecting just the right
gold accessory can complete the ambience of a room just as choosing the perfect piece
of jewelry can make an outfit. Gold has always been appreciated for its timeless beauty
and its intrinsic value. As a status symbol, all you have to do is look at Versailles to
understand this current trend.

